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The range of genres for this term
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structure and content of their writing and
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consolidate their knowledge of punctuation
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and cover topics on 3D shapes, co-

use of more complex punctuation, such as
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Science

children will begin to use these in their

Our first Science topic for this term is
Forces. We will be learning about and
investigating different forces:, such as
gravity, weight, friction, air resistance, upthrust, magnetism and elasticity. We also
have a workshop in school.

writing.
All children should have home/school
reading books and we expect them to be
reading on a regular basis. The children
should be completing their reading
bookmarks to document the books they are
reading. These are to be in school every day
but they can also be taken home to be
completed.

After this our
topic will be
Earth and
Space. We
will focus on
the physics of the solar system, leading to
an understanding of the relationship
between the Earth, Sun and Moon.

Other Subjects
History
This term the History topic will be
‘The Anglo Saxons and Vikings’. The children will
be discovering who the Vikings and Anglo Saxons
were by looking at what their family life was like
as well as their jobs and hobbies. The children
will be looking at a range of sources, using their
investigative skills to gain a better understanding
of the beliefs and traditions of the Anglo Saxons
and Vikings as well as understanding their
influence on Britain.

Art
In Art, the children will have the opportunity to
explore the work of British artists such as Thomas
Gainsborough, Lucian Freud, Paula Rego and
David Hockney. They will learn to use different
techniques and mediums in order to tell stories
in pictures; paint landscapes and draw portraits .

Design and Technology
Our D & T topic for this term is money
containers. The children will design and make
their own purse/wallet.

R.E.
In R.E. this term we will be studying stories from
the Old testament as well as Christianity around
the World and the events leading up to Holy
Week and then Easter.

Computing
This term in Computing the pupils learn more
about communicating information securely
through an introduction to cryptography (the
science of keeping communication and
information secret). They will investigate early
methods of communicating over distances, learn
about two early ciphers, and consider what
makes a secure password.

Music
In Music, the theme will be “Aural Awareness”,
activities will cover listening to and extracting
information from a variety of music. The children

will develop their musical skills so they are able to
recognise, imitate and create music with certain
features. They will also gain a deeper
understanding of musical styles, genres and
contexts.

French
Our French topics will include ordering food and
discussing mealtimes, the alphabet, directions and
journeys.

P.E.
P.E sessions for this term will involve
hockey, dance, netball, gymnastics and
tag rugby. Children must have full PE kit in school
at all times to enable them to participate in
lessons.

Other Information
Pencil Cases
Children need to bring their own classroom
equipment to school, e.g. handwriting pen, rubber,
pencil, colouring pencils. Can we also ask that
every child brings a named glue stick and a box of
tissues for the class as we use so many of these.
Thank you.

Homework
Thank you for you continued support with
homework. Children will continue to receive a
Maths based homework and an English based
homework each Thursday as well as spellings to
learn. Please remind your child that homework is
due in on a Tuesday.

Trips
Our trip this term is
focussed around our
Victorian literature topic in
English.
Gunnersbury Park
5C & 5HH – Wednesday 7th February
5K—Wednesday 21st February
We are looking forward to a positive and successful
term.
Many thanks,
Mrs Castell, Miss Hamerton and Miss Roberts

